
ESSAY ON AGE OF ABSOLUTISM

During the age of absolutism Louis XIV, known as the â€œsun kingâ€•, was a king who absolute power over France. He
was named king at age five and ruled until his death in The kings goals were all focused around one main thing, make
France powerful.

The circle of abbeys surrounding the Left Bank began again at the Seine, just a few streets east of the Place
Maubert. But for those who could take their eyes off Gargantua, there were other things to see. Will they give
man one day more peace, more happiness, or more pleasure. It is something that is woven throughout every
aspect of human life, and yet cannot be truly clarified through a single definition alone. To oppose the king
was equivalent to a rebellion against God. Artisans could work there free from the restrictions of a guild
because the grand prieur defended the independence of the Temple against both the city and the monarchy.
The chapels, galleries of charnel houses, lamps, crosses, frescoes of the Dance of Death, and the open
common graves aroused the morbid curiosity of visitors in  Instead of conical roofs and gargoyles, there was a
balanced play of classical columns, windows, and statues carved after the manner of the ancients. The fair was
a very fashionable and also a very wild place to go. England had a few rulers attempt to create an absolute
monarchy. Therefore, Hobbes believed in an absolute monarchy. The Place Maubert witnessed sporadic
burnings of heretics in the sixteenth century. Paris had become a natural capital for trade early in the Middle
Ages, and it never lost this primacy. This interest in becoming absolute rulers infected the European
monarchs, becoming particularly acute during the religious wars of the 16th century. During the Age of
absolutism in France , road conditions were improved, canals were built throughout the kingdom, burdensome
tolls were reduced, and the state acquired a standing army â€” serving Louis XIV in foreign wars and also
helping maintain order and enforce royal policy throughout the kingdom. Its broad and deep currents were not
too swift, and hard turf or stone instead of swamps lined most of its banks. I believe myself to be a just, wise,
and a kind ruler. During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, absolute rule was justified by the concept of
divine right and its improvements to the security and efficiency of a nation. Was the choice of this site for
burning Protestants, among the bourgeois and the students, accidental on the part of the monarchy, which in
good medieval tradition believed that punishments should be public so that the example of what happened to
heretics would be publicly known and felt? Yes, in a sense. In the midst of these stands, pavilions, inns, and
houses stood several monasteries, each with its own cloister, refectory, school, and gardens.


